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The Year 
Ahead
Trends for 2019 – the balancing act
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According to the iProspect 
global client survey, 

88% of marketers declare trust 
will be a priority in 2019.



The Search For Truth

-
Finding Our Voice

Curation And Fragmentation

-
Live It Up

Ubiquitous Advertising

-
Doing Our Bit
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The Search for Truth



Hey Google, help me with my homework
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Live it Up
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Ubiquitous Advertising
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Doing our bit



So what?
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Advertising platforms are going to talk about ‘trust’ a lot – listen to their 
credential to decide whether their environment is for you

If you’re after customer data think about the value exchange

Start paying more attention to brand voices

Targeting works – but often a ‘shared experience’ is worth even more

Listen to Ian Martin…



IAN MARTIN

CARAT

#trendspotting @marketingsocsco



Precision of 
purpose





Generational 

Values

Brand Clutter



58%



65%





Organisational identity should inform purpose



-34%104%



An identity crisis causes lasting 
damage

Confusion

No or Negative 

Effect

Undermine 

Credibility

Harm 

Reputation



Some brands have emerged with clear identities 



Bulb are just being bulb









Three principles for success

Ensure a credible 
link with your 
brands’ identity

Identify a point 
of cultural 
intensity

Execute across all 
communication 
outputs



Brands just need to 
be themselves
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The Power and Pitfalls of 
Personalisation



Personalisation used to 
come at a premium
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Today, personalisation 
comes as standard
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But when you walk into a 
tailor, you know what 
you’re getting
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There’s a reason 
companies do it
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Retail websites that 
personalise the conversion 

experience outperform 
static sites by 

202%

Personalised display ads 
outperform non-

personalised ads by up 
to 

400%

Emails that are 
personalised drive 

17% 
more revenue than 
those that aren’t



There’s a reason 
companies do it
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57% 
of consumers are willing to share 

personal data in exchange for 
personalised offers or discounts



But this is new territory 
and the rules haven’t been 
written yet
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If we get it wrong, we will 
be judged harshly
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So how do we make sure 
we get it right?
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Hi Richard, 
you spent £243 
eating out in 
December, join 
your Edinburgh 
Pure Gym and 
burn off those 
calories

SIGN UP

Name

Gender

Location

3rd party 
financial 
data



So how do we make sure 
we get it right?
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Got the early 
January blues? 

Nothing beats them 
like a workout

Your local PureGym
is 0.3m away

Date and 
time

Location



But it’s not a question of 
either or
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I need a new car
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prestoCreativity and insight in perfect harmony.

Honda
Individual designs

Civic CR-V HR-VJazz

Dynamic at work

Many brands invest in a 

single template and fit their 

creative content within a 

bespoke template.

Other clients separate 

designs (but maintain 

important similarities) to suit 

their specific product. 

Typically this happens when 

there is a wide variance in 

the offering and messaging 

for a product, however all 

brands continue to 

extensively A/B test within 

each design.



Final thoughts
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Every brand 
needs a 
personalisation 
strategy

Personalisation 
requires careful 
thought –
consumer trust 
is at stake

Great execution 
requires data, 
media and 
creative 
working in 
harmony



GUY JACKSON

TEADS

#trendspotting @marketingsocsco



Global study examines consumers’ relationship to 

news content, and differences in perception 

between quality news publications vs. social 

media

In News We Trust



Methodology

Research Objective:

To examine consumers’ relationship to news 

content, and differences in perception between 

quality news publications vs. social media.

Measurement methodology:

Self-reported questionnaire delivered to an online panel

Primary Segments:

Adults 16 years or older, globally, who actively consume the 

news (look at news once a day)

Sample:

Source: Teads’ proprietary study fielded by CensusWide, “In news we trust”, 2018

N=16,000

2,000 from each market  

Conducted by:Date in field:

February 2018

Markets:

U.S., UK, France, Spain, 

Germany, Italy, Mexico, 

Brazil

April 2018In News We Trust52



News consumption trends
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Consumers actively consume the news across

all mediums at least 1-5 x per day

1%

14% 16%

50%

5% 3% 1% 3%

Over 20 times per

day

11-20 times per

day

6-10 times per

day

1-5 times per day Once every 2-3

days

Once a week Once a month I never actively

consume the

news

Active consumption of the news, 

% of respondents

Source: Teads’ proprietary study fielded by CensusWide, “In News We Trust”, 2018

Q.1 How often do you actively consume the news? (By consume we mean read, watch, listen or interact with in any way)

April 2018In News We Trust54



Online news publications are the preferred media type

to consume the news

33%

31%

20%

6%

6%
5%

Online News Publications*

Television

Social Media (eg. Twitter, Facebook)

I don't have a preferred media

Radio

Print

Source: Teads’ proprietary study fielded by CensusWide, “In News We Trust”, 2018

Q3. Through which media type do you prefer to actively consume the news? 

Which media do consumers prefer? 

% of respondents

50%
of respondents 

read the news

1-5x per day

April 2018In News We Trust55

* Websites such as www.independent.co.uk and mobile web apps such as BBC news app.



But when consuming the news, online news publications

yield stronger attention than TV and Social Media

Attention when consuming the news, 

%, of respondents

Source: Teads’ proprietary study fielded by CensusWide, “In News We Trust”, 2018

Q11. When you have actively consumed the news through the following media types, to what extent are you paying attention? (Cl ick all that apply)

46%

60%
52%51%

39%
46%

3% 1% 2%

Social Media (eg. Twitter, Facebook) Online News Publication* Television

Strongly paying attention

Somewhat paying attention

Not paying attention

April 2018In News We Trust56

* Websites such as www.independent.co.uk and mobile web apps such as BBC news app.



Social Media: Blurring the lines

between fact and fiction
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Social Media is actively used for news consumption…

Through which media types do you actively consume 

the news?, % of respondents

Source: Teads’ proprietary study fielded by CensusWide, “In News We Trust”, 2018

Q2. Through which media type(s) do you actively consume the news? 

62%
67%

38%

78%

44%

Social Media (eg. Twitter,

Facebook)

Online News Publications* Print Television Radio

April 2018In News We Trust58

* Websites such as www.independent.co.uk and mobile web apps such as BBC news app.



28% 26% 25% 24%
18% 14%

9% 8% 5%

17%
10% 10%

21% 35%

19%
22%

8%
8%

Sensationalized Fake Addictive Influential Knowledge Trust Accurate Desirable Sophisticated

Online News

Publications*

Social Media (eg.

Twitter, Facebook)

Readers believe social media is sensationalized and fake 

Which of the following words do you associate with social 

media and online news publications?, % of respondents

Source: Teads’ proprietary study fielded by CensusWide, “In News We Trust”, 2018

Q22. Which of the following words do you associate with the following media types?

April 2018In News We Trust59

* Websites such as www.independent.co.uk and mobile web apps such as BBC news app.



30%

19% 18%
16%

11%

6%

1%

Television N/A Online News

Publications*

Print Social Media (eg.

Twitter, Facebook)

Radio Other

Consumers have low trust for ads in Social Media 

Media types consumers are most likely to trust 

advertising/brand content on, % of respondents

Source: Teads’ proprietary study fielded by CensusWide, “In News We Trust”, 2018

Q17. From which media type are you most likely to trust/ remember advertising/brand content?

April 2018In News We Trust60

* Websites such as www.independent.co.uk and mobile web apps such as BBC news app.



“Fake news” is forcing consumers to seek out

trustworthy publications

Over

75% 
of respondents are 

more likely to seek 

out trustworthy 

publications

Has ”fake news” made you more likely to find your news 

from outlets you trust?, % of respondents

Source: Teads’ proprietary study fielded by CensusWide, “In News We Trust”, 2018

Q12. Has the widely reported rise of ‘fake news’ made you more likely to find your news from news outlets you trust?

36%

43%

19%

Yes, much more likely Yes, somewhat more likely No, not likely

April 2018In News We Trust61



Quality impacts memory
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The essential metric for ad impact: memory encoding

Memory encoding
A measure of the strength of memory created 

through exposure to the creative

Key metric for testing advertising impact



Video ads within premium editorial are 

in the top 1/5th of all online ads tested

Advertising detailed memory encoding
Key metrics for ad impact

+13% 
Greater memory 

encoding in 

premium content 

0.70 0.79
Facebook Video Advertising Teads Advertising on Premium Content

Video ads within premium content are more memorable



Takeouts
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Key takeaways

Consumers associate the word “fake” with social 

media.

Advertising on Social media platforms delivers 

higher levels of mistrust for brands than for 

adverts on premium news publishers.  

Adverts on premium publishers demonstrate 

better effects on both short and long term memory 

encoding 

1

2

3



So quality content is better for 

advertisers…..  Right?
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Problems that Premium publishers face

Publishers alone sit in silos.  The reach of any 

individual publisher is limited.  

User data isn’t consistent across all publishers so 

connected approaches to audience are limited.

Quality content costs money therefore UGC 

platforms often offer a better price point. 

1

2

3



Teads Answer
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SOCIAL

2 Bn

B2B

500 M

MEDIA

1.4 Bn



In News we Trust



12 March 4-6pm
Whitespace | Edinburgh 

SPEAKERS:
THOMAS BARTA

4PM | EDINBURGH
MEMBERS - £50 
NON-MEMBERS - £75 

THURSDAY 12 MARCH 3.30-6PM | 
EDINBURGH
Speaker: THOMAS BARTA



DIGITAL DAY 

2019#DIGITALDAY19

24 APRIL | 9AM –

4PMTECHNOLOGY & 

INNOVATION CENTRE, 

GLASGOW 



STÄRR
SAVE THE DATE 

THURSDAY 13 JUNE 2019

starawards.marketingsociety.com #StarAwards19

STÄRR
SAVE THE DATE 

THURSDAY 13  JUN E 2019

starawards.marketingsociety.com #StarAwards19



NOW… 

SPEAKER 1-2-1

NETWORKING

#trendspotting @marketingsocsco


